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most valuable comic books top 50 from each age - the 50 most valuable comic books from each age this page will deal
with the most valuable of all golden age comic books we will say that the golden age begins in 1938 and ends in 1956 when
the silver age began, top 60 most valuable comic books from the modern age - top 50 most valuable comic books from
the silver age fantastic four 1 showcase 4 amazing fantasy 15 which is worth the most read more 50 most expensive comics
from the bronze age 1970 to 1982 or so saw some classic issues including wolverine s first appearance in hulk 180 and 181
, the 10 most valuable comic books in the world business - here we list what the world s top 10 comic books are worth
in mint condition using data from nostomania which estimates the values of comics using recent sales figures adjusted for
grade quality, the most valuable comic books of all time cnbc - the most valuable comic books the 3 2 million just paid
on ebay for the first issue of action comics featuring superman makes it the most valuable comic book of all time, which old
comic books are valuable with pictures - comic books that feature the first appearance or return of a character are
particularly valuable any form of weathering or damage including writing will lower the value of a comic book batman is a
comic book hero created in 1939 who later appeared in television shows cartoons and movies, rare comic books ebay big collection of wizard 1 2 comic books rare cover foil and others mint great shape please check all available pictures, the
10 most expensive comic books ever sold cbr - never has the vagaries of grading when it comes to the sales of valuable
comic book collectibles been quite so acute as the fact that detective comics 27 containing the first appearance of you know
batman is only the third ranked book on this list after initially setting the record for the most expensive comic book of all time
when it sold in late 2010 this is because no one has sold a copy of detective comics 27 above an 8 0 in the modern era, top
10 most famous and expensive comic books - last but not the least the most famous and expensive comic books is none
other than action comics 1 as there are two copies of this comic book presently on the market with the 2 nd raking in about 2
1 million dollars however the first hit home at an outrageous 2 89 million dollars, valuable comic books for collectors and
fans thoughtco - the selection of the most valuable comic books of all time contains some of the most recognizable
characters with an emphasis on their first appearances from the most expensive superman comic to the most expensive
spider man comic the higher profile the superhero the more valuable the issue, important first appearances in comic
books ny daily news - hey batman fans spider man lovers these are the some of the most important comic books in history
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